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Easter Island Lake

Easter Island
Moai Statues

1,234 Miles from... Anything
Just a man, his thoughts, and some wild horses. Sounds
like the opening scene of a made-for-TV romantic drama.
Also sounds a lot like EASTER ISLAND. A tiny dot in the
South Pacific, Rapa Nui, as it’s known to the locals, has
a CULTURE and MYSTERY all its own.
This is a BUCKET LIST trip in that it’s about as REMOTE as
you can get. It belongs to Chile, but it’s 1,243 miles away from
the nearest inhabited place. The upside (that is, if you don’t
consider extreme remoteness a plus) is that you won’t have to
give up your creature comforts to visit. Explora Rapa Nui, the
premier ECO-ADVENTURE excursion company, has your back
when it comes to luxury, so you can experience the famous
MOAI MONOLITHIC STATUES by day and three-course gourmet
tasting menus and pisco sours by night. You’ll certainly need
sustenance to traverse this uncultivated land, from Birdman
Crater to the quarry where wild horses roam free. Back
at the lodge after all that strenuous sightseeing, you’ll relish
OCEAN VIEWS from every room. Go ahead – fall into a
bed that’ll bring on the soundest sleep imaginable. Then,
happily rise with the sun to do it all over again.
There’s something special about visiting a place that’s
remained virtually UNCHANGED for the past 200 years.
Especially with the added bonus of high-thread-count sheets.

Cocktail Chatter

Archaeologists theorize
that Easter Island’s moai
statues were transported
with wooden sleds and log
rollers, explaining how the
once verdant island became
barren due to deforestation.
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